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(SIR) HAROLD WALTER BAILEY Fellow of British Academy and Professor of Sanskrit, Cambridge University; leading authority on the diverse languages flourishing in Central Asia in ancient and early medieval times; exponent of the theory of Saka linguistic group; has brought to light many lost texts and obscure features about Buddhism in Central Asia; modestly describes his field of study as 'Indology of Chinese Turkestan.'

SIEGERT HUMMEL Formerly Curator of Asiatic Collection in Museum of Ethnology in Leipig and Professor of Eastern Asian History in several universities of Germany; well known scholar of cultural history and ethnohistory of Northern Buddhist countries, his comparative studies of art forms and religious motifs of different countries are most illuminating.

THUBTEN TENDzin A British scholar of Greek descent and Buddhist faith; visited Sikkim and Central Tibet; was disciple of a sGom-chen (master of meditation) in Sikkim; specializes in mystic tradition in different religions; his name in Sanskrit is Manvo Palz.

NIRMAL C. SINHA Director, Namgyal Institute of Tibetology; formerly teacher of history, University of Calcutta and editor, National Archives of India.
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